
Year 4 

Spring Term Curriculum Letter                              

Dear Parents & Carers, 

 

We would like to take this opportunity to wish all of you a very happy new year. We thank all of you for the 

support you provided last term. The children are currently engaging well with remote learning on Google 

Classroom. We are impressed with the resilience and motivation they have shown and hope that this 

continues. It is vital that your child attends their weekly ‘Google Meet’ lesson as we will be going through the 

new concepts in these lessons. Please check the ‘Google Meet’ timetable to ensure your child attends their 

meeting. The purpose of this newsletter is to inform you of the focus for this term so you can continue to 

support your child from home. 

Curriculum coverage: 

English 

 

Reading every night continues to be of utmost importance. We noticed last term that most children were 

very diligent and read for at least 15 minutes each night. Children have access to a wide selection of books 

on ‘Reading Eggspress’ by using their Reading Eggs log in. Discussing what they have read can be a helpful 

way to encourage and support your child. A quick reminder of how you could check their understanding of 

the text is by asking:  

 Questions about the genre of the book 

 The main theme of the story 

 Encouraging them to make comments about characters’ actions and infer their thoughts.  

 

Developing a love for reading and exploring a range of authors will support the progress in their writing. Your 

child will be studying a range of fiction and non-fiction text types throughout this term beginning with the 

delightful novel ‘Fly, Eagle, Fly.’  This is a superb story that will provide the children with rich vocabulary, as 

well as opportunity to work with a range of writing styles.  

 

Spelling will be available on Google Classroom every Monday and tested every Friday. It is very important 

that children take time to practise these spellings on Readiwriter. Tasks are set for them on Monday and 

are expected to be completed by Friday. 

 

Maths 

All four formal calculations will be revisited this term to ensure that children have a solid and well-grounded 

understanding of the basic mathematical principles. Problem solving is an area we plan to work on with the 

class, where they put their calculation strategies into practice. This term, children will be challenged by 

choosing and applying the correct method to solve multi-step problems.  

 

We will be then move onto Area, where children will use learnt strategies to find the area of regular and 

compound shapes. In fractions we will be learning about unit and non-unit fractions and how to find fractions 

of amounts. We will expand our knowledge of fractions and their equivalent decimals.  

 

Please remind your children to use their online platforms, Times Table RockStars and Mathletics, to practise 

their mathematical knowledge. 

 

Science 

 

This term our topic is “Electricity”. Children have been learning about where electricity comes from 

(renewable and non-renewable sources). We have learnt about the components of series and simple circuits. 

As part of their home-learning, children have conducted circuit experiments. We have also been looking at 

inventions over time from the Victorian Era to present day. 



After half term our topic will be ‘Human Nutrition’. They will be taught to describe the functions of different 

parts of the human body, identify and label the different teeth as well as constructing and interpreting food 

chains. 

 

Children will be learning to think scientifically through a range of investigations and practical activities.  We 

will be embedding the use of accurate scientific vocabulary throughout our topics. 

 

Creative Learning 

 

Our topic this term is entitled ‘Roman Britain’. This will be taught on a cross-curricular basis encompassing 

history, geography, creative writing, art/ D+T and computing. Teaching in this way will ensure that the 

children receive an in-depth knowledge of this topic. In this unit children will have the opportunity to learn 

about life in Ancient Rome, the Roman invasion of Britain and the impact of the invasion on life in Britain.  

 

P.E 

 

PE has never been more important. As your child is now spending more time sitting down in front of their 

devices, it is vital for their health and wellbeing that time is allocated to being physically active every day. 

We will share links and ideas for PE activities on Google Classroom. Please encourage your child to take part 

regularly. Our PE lessons will take place on Tuesdays.  

 

Class Assemblies 

Class assemblies will continue every Friday. This is a wonderful opportunity for the children to see all of 

their classmates, share some of their thoughts and showcase some of their beautiful work. We will use this 

time to reflect and pray. 

 

 

We hope this newsletter has been informative. Please do not hesitate to contact us through our class emails 

if you have any concerns/queries. 

 

Kind Regards, 

Miss Moynihan and Ms Doyle 


